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was carrying a good deal more than another, as it very
often was, it was not always easy for the pilots to fly com-
fortably at the same speed. During the difficult parts of
the track, it was necessary to keep station as well as could
be managed; but when nearing the destination, or flying
over country with good landmarks,—for instance, along
the coast between Palestine and the Suez Canal,—the
aeroplane with the Mail on board might go ahead if its
companion could not easily keep up and also had wire-
less. The general principle was that an aeroplane with-
out wireless should never go by itself; on the other hand,
it might be allowed in certain circumstances to draw-
ahead provided that another aeroplane with wireless was
following fairly closely, so that should it come down, it
would be bound to be picked up by its companion.
Without an efficient wireless service, to put it bluntly,
the operation of the Mail Route would have been an im-
possibility. The Headquarters at each end was kept in
touch by wireless with the movements of the Mail aircraft
the whole time they were in the air. There was a big
map on which the positions of the aeroplanes were marked
up at frequent intervals by means of flags. If you cared
to, you could watch the flags moving along. These maps
were also kept at the Squadrons whose aeroplanes were
out on the track; and there was quite a fascination in
watching the flags walking along if one was expecting a
letter from home. If you were bringing over the east-
bound Mail yourself, you anxiously looked at the mail-
bags and wondered what they contained for you. Iraq is
still sufficiently far from England for the advent of the
Mail to be an excitement.
The pilot normally gives his wireless operator a mess-
age to send when he passes over each landing ground.

